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Concept
This work will be an abstract advertisement for the clothing company Patagonia, and will use the style of 
geometric photo collage.

Patagonia sells outdoor clothing and gear and is marketed towards outdoorsmen, adventurers, and people 
who live an active lifestyle. They are especially known for their environemental acitivism. They donate 
10% of their profits to environmental groups, are a certified B Corporation for combatting environemental 
concerns, and ensure their facilities and technologies are environementally conscious. They often emphasize 
the environement in their advertisements, most notably in their “Do Not Buy This Jacket” campaign, which 
encouraged people to not buy what they didn’t need and admitted that, despite their best efforts, their 
products come at a cost to the environement.

Patagonia’s love of nature and the environement is evident by their dedication of part of their catalog to 
wilderness and outdoor-sport photography as opposed to their products. Some of these photographs were 
showcased their book Unexpected: 30 Years of Patagonia Photography. Even after the book was published, 
Patagonia have kept up their showcase of the “Unexpected” through an onling blog which shares wilderness 
photography, the majority of which is user-submitted.

This project will work with photography shared by and submitted to the online “Unexpected” blog over the 
past year, taking inspiration from geometric nature photo collages to create unique compositions from these 
still photographs. The collages, their geometric forms, and motion will show how man shares a relationship 
with nature and has an impact on it. However, the collages should respect the nature within the photographs 
and not alter the images so much as to make the forms unrecognizable or distorted, just as Patagonia does in 
their business practices and encourages with their advertising.
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